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Since its inception, the award-winning Halo franchise has revolutionized gaming through its

innovative design and striking visuals, melded with elaborate storylines. Now fans can collect

stunning art from the franchise with this definitive poster collection, containing forty removable,

frameable posters that highlight imagery from every era of the Halo series. Filled with detailed prints

of fan-favorite characters, weapons, and environments, Halo: The Poster Collection is the ultimate

celebration of iconic Halo art. Â© 2014 Microsoft Corporation. All Rights Reserved. Microsoft, 343

Industries, the 343 Industries logo, Halo, and the Halo logo are trademarks of the Microsoft group of

companies.
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Super fast delivery, but aside from that, this poster book is gorgeous! Nostalgia rises out of me as I

flip through picking which game, movie and level these are from. A must for have for any collector or

halo fan.

Excellent quality prints. Seriously. They all look so nice and if you're looking for a nice set of Halo

posters then go no further.They are also printed on a nice, thick stock paper which makes them feel

high quality.I absolutely recommend that you go and buy this right now if you're a Halo fan. That

being said there are only two drawbacks that prevent me from giving this a 5 out of 5.First, the

posters are printed back to back which is a problem if you really liked two designs that are printed



on the same page you couldn't put them both up.Second problem, the poster that has the Master

Chief Collection cover printed on it has a white bar at the edge where it was bound into the poster

book (because it was the first page).Those are my only two gripes with this otherwise top quality

collection of Halo poster prints. If you are a Halo fan and are looking for some quality posters, look

no further.

I love this poster collection. It has numerous amazing, high quality and attractive artworks inside.

For only $20 this is a must have for ANYBODY who likes Halo. It really makes my room look

awesome, especially with my Master Chief statue. I'd give 1,000,000 stars if I could!!! SUPER

RECOMMEND.

This has very beautiful, high quality images of a lot of things from the Halo series. I was surprised to

see Halo 2 Anniversary imagery in here too! My boyfriend absolutely loved this gift.

Got this as a Reddit Secret Santa gift, and I love it!! great quality art prints and i cannot wait to frame

them when i can get enough money to do it :). If you love artwork and the Halo franchise. I highly

recommend this gift.
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